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Friday 2nd July.
Pete and Steve W were at the Lease today to look and clear around the broken bridge, the
whole area was strimmed as were the paths leading to and from the bridge. This will now
enable us to work out a way of fixing it !

When we arrived, When we had finished.

Wednesday 7th July.
The rivers team were at Redbrook today led by Adrain with 6 helpers. They managed to tidy up
the whole fishery by opening up the paths and swims. Luckily the farmer had let the sheep in so
the “wooly mowers” had been doing a good job. Adrian did report back that the walkway was
starting to look in need of repair. Due to the length of it this will be a major project and not just a
quick fix.

Friday 9th July.
Pete met with Brian today at the Lease to form a plan on how to mend the bridge, it is not an
easy fix and very difficult to get materials to it. The best solution seems to be to “jack” it up and
then get a specialist aluminium welder to brace it.
Pete then went over to the saw mill to pick up some more oak and then onto Holtwood where it
will be used for the continued repairs to the platforms.

Saturday 10th July.
Due to the heavy rain the Wainsford work party was reduced down to myself, Pete and Mark
(bailiff). We managed to rake off all the car park, cut back all the overhangs round the car park
and up the drive, the front entrance was strimmed, brushed and the signs cleaned. Around the
pond Pete strimmed the dam to make it wider and round all the platforms, any overhangs were
cut back on the path around the whole pond. A fallen tree was chopped up and removed from
the path at the far end and another leaning tree was cut down (before it fell!). After meeting with
Nigel R, head bailiff, we then mended the front fence by adding in some new posts.



Wednesday 14th July.
The rivers team lead by Adrain and Dave T were helped by 5 others including a new helper,
Francis. They worked on the Ringwood fishery north of the A31. The car park, both banks and
some swims were strimmed and cleared. They also had a go at a few Giant Hogweeds. It
looked like the Wildlife Trusts contractors have been down, as the biggest plants have been
dealt with.

Thursday 15th July.
Today was the planned trial swim build at Spinnaker but unfortunately only myself and Pete
were there! After a very long and tiring day the trial swim was completed and some lessons
learnt that we can take forward to all the others! 5 tons of gravel is back breaking to move by
hand!

Tuesday 20th July.
Myself and Pete were at Wedgehill first thing to take oxygen readings. Then onto Spinnaker to
plan out the next two swims on the development. Finally onto Hucklesbrook for further planning
for the swim building there. The day flew by but without spending time planning mistakes could
be made so better safe than sorry.

Wednesday 21st July.
The rivers team were back today at Winkton to continue to open up the swims just downstream
of the eel hut. Eight workers, which is a very good turn out, managed to strim the path to the first
couple of swims but the rest are still under water. Using the rest of the time they managed to
find some very old path works further into the woods which could be cleared and used to access
other swims, a job for another day.
On his way home Adrain called into the lower Winkton car park and gave it another good strim
and tidy.



Tuesday 27th July.
Due to work rotas this was the first chance in a while for a work party. Pete and Steve W met at
Holtwood in the morning and I joined them at lunchtime after a trip to the dentist!
The main entrance and all down the track was trimmed, strimmed and cleared as was the path
down to the ponds. Pete then strimmed round all the edges of the pond and the sides of the
swims to keep things open, Steve was in close pursuit with the rake!
After lunch when I arrived we were back down onto the platforms on Bascombe's where 2 more
were repaired. A quick check round on the in and outflows and the day was done.

Wednesday 28th July.
Adrian and a team of 8 helpers ! were at Winkton where they continued the clearing and sorting
of the paths just downstream of the eel hut. Within this triangle of land there has always been a
small pond linked to the river which will make a great fry bay, so the channel linking it to the river
was cleared to allow a continued flow of water and fry ! This was a most rewarding day's work
finding out just how the river was managed all those years ago.

Pete went to the Lease today to drop off the materials, 24 concrete blocks and loads of
scaffolding poles, to make a temporary fix to the bridge, the idea being to jack it up and then get
in a specialist aluminium welder to rejoin the broken pieces.


